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The results of this study are not forecasts.  

The described wild card scenarios are to be understood as hypothetical and very improbable future 

scenarios and thought experiments! 

They in no way represent envisioned images, ideas or perspectives! 

Instead, the aim of dealing with hypothetical wild cards is to show a broad spectrum of possible future 

scenarios in the sense of strategic foresight. This also includes dealing specifically with a potential crisis 

and/or surprise events or shocks.  

 

 

  

 Note to this study 
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1 WHY DEAL WITH ANY 
SURPRISES?  

 

Our world today is often characterised by the acronym VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, 

Ambiguity).1 This describes a world in which linear planning is almost impossible and "going about things 

unplanned is the norm".2 It is probably no coincidence that the term VUCA was coined following the cold 

war and the associated dissolution of a bipolar world order that was perceived as relatively stable. Since 

then, intensified globalisation, fragmentation, digitisation and the mass use of the Internet have led to a 

renewed increase in the density of networking, as a result of which a large number of variables and 

stakeholders are in systemic interaction with each other. Business and the working world are responding 

to this increasing complexity by introducing agile methods for dealing with volatile market 

environments.3 Agile methods are characterised by the fact that they allow short-term planning changes, 

which take unexpected events into consideration right from the beginning. In view of the increased 

complexity, this also appears to be absolutely necessary as producing partly unexpected events and 

system properties that cannot be described by linear causal chains through interactions - so-called 

"emergences” are part of the essential core of complex systems.4 Complex systems are irreducible: This 

means that such systems cannot be predicted due to the interaction dynamics, even if full information 

about all of the system’s sub-components is available. Therefore, surprises and unexpected events are 

inherent to the system in an increasingly complex world.  

This can also be seen by looking at the recent history of the 21st century, in which surprising events with 

massive impact are not uncommon: In addition to the current COVID-19 pandemic, these include the 

terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the 2007/2008 world financial crisis, the Arab Spring, the 

surprising peace agreement between Ethiopia and Eritrea and, depending on your own interpretation, 

Brexit or the election of Donald Trump as the US president. Some of these events had a global impact, 

whereas some had a more regional impact. However, the COVID-19 pandemic, in particular, has strikingly 

demonstrated how quickly system conditions can change globally in a very short time. However, 

governments around the world face the immense challenge of having to deal with a multitude of potential 

and unprecedented disruptive events. Policy-makers also face the dilemma that, whilst in principle a large 

number of possible disruptive variables can be identified and anticipated (thinking ahead), real 

prevention (acting ahead) is only possible on a selective basis due to budgetary limitations.5 It seems 

almost impossible to be equally prepared for all possible disruptive events. Nevertheless, it is important to 

try to anticipate unexpected and extreme events in strategic foresight in the context of government 

(anticipatory governance) as the future can develop in differing directions in complex systems. This also 

includes the targeted consideration of future scenarios that deviate strongly from today's expectations. 

This kind of proactive deliberation of possible disruptive factors strengthens one's own capability to 

encounter surprise as well as resilience.6   

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
1 Barber, H. (1992).  
2
 Perthes, V. & Lippert, B. (eds.) (2011). 

3 Pfläging, N. & Herrmann, S. (2019).  
4 Mitchell, S. (2008), p. 36.  
5 Brozsus, L. (2020).  
6 Lotter, W. (2017). 
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2 WILD CARDS USED AS A 
METHOD 

 

The term "wild cards" has become established in strategic foresight and futurology for these types of 

surprises, disruptive variables, crisis and unexpected events. The following chapter describes how wild 

cards are defined, how they differ from related concepts such as "black swan events", and how they can be 

identified and anticipated.  

2.1 Definition: what are wild cards? 

The concept of wild cards was also introduced in the same year that the term VUCA world was coined. In 

1992, the world was still reeling from the fall of the iron curtain and the rapid dissolution of the bipolar 

world order of the cold war. The response to this was to develop new concepts for dealing more 

systematically with unexpected events. The first wild cards publication resulted from the cooperation of 

three international futurology institutes. The first definition of the term was developed at the same time: 

"A wild card is a future development or event with a relatively low probability of occurrence but a likely high 

impact on the conduct of business."7 This initial definition has since been further specified, particularly 

through research carried out by Karl-Heinz Steinmüller8, John L. Petersen9 and Elina Hiltunen10.  

In the German-speaking world, the book "Wild Cards" by Angela and Karl-Heinz Steinmüller, published in 

2004, is still considered to be the standard work on the subject, in which the two researchers specify the 

properties of wild cards11:  

 Wild cards are eventful discontinuities: Wild cards are serious events and/or developments with 

exponential acceleration that make it impossible to "carry on with business as usual”. 

 Wild cards are less probable: wild cards are considered unlikely in public discourse. At the same time, 

trying to estimate the probabilities of a wild card makes no sense because there is no reference 

framework nor prior experience with the wild card. 

 Wild cards are surprises: being perceived as unlikely events or developments in public discourse, wild 

cards are considered surprises by much of the business, political, and public communities when they 

occur.  

 Wild cards have far-reaching effects: the occurrence of a wild card has either global, regional or 

industry-specific consequences that go far beyond the immediate and entail higher-order knock-on 

effect.  

 Wild cards are "future quakes": they question established reference frameworks and systems and 

change the way we look at the world and the future.  

 

Life cycles of wild cards 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
7
 BIPE Conseil et al. (1992).  

8 Steinmüller, A. & Steinmüller, K. (2004), Steinmüller, K. (2007), Steinmüller, K. (2008). 
9 Petersen, J. (1999). 
10 Hiltunen, E. (2006). 
11 Steinmüller, A. & Steinmüller, K. (2004), p. 20 etc.  
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The life cycle of a wild card that has occurred can ideally be outlined in three phases.12 In the latency 

phase, an imminent wild card occurrence can only be detected by deciphering weak signals, which will 

successively strengthen. However, these are rarely given sufficient attention. This changes abruptly with 

the arrival of the wild card when the manifest phase begins. Hectic, hypes and panic spread, collective 

certainties are shaken, which also results in different interpretations of the events. Existing assumptions 

are challenged. Once the manifest phase has subsided, the "new normal" follows, the transition to a more 

stable phase in which the after-effects of the wild cards fully unfold through the secondary and higher-

order knock-on effect. Science starts to analytically process the events. Cognitive biases that subsequently 

check the surprise event for plausibility (hindsight bias) simultaneously set in.13 In retrospect, it seems 

logical that the fall of the Berlin Wall, a global pandemic or the outbreak of the First World War had to 

happen, even though almost no one had really expected it shortly beforehand. The consequence of this 

retrospective post-rationalisation often results in future weak signals for wild cards being ignored or 

wrongly assessed.  

 

Fig. 1: Life cycle of wild cards  
Three phases 
 
 

 

Source: Steinmüller & Steinmüller (2004), adapted by Prognos AG and Z_punkt 2021. 

 

Wild cards can originate in three areas, in particular: 

 natural disasters  

 consequences of technological (and social) innovations 

 socio-political uprisings 

Wild cards can only be categorised as such once. Therefore, a new pandemic after COVID-19 will no longer 

be considered to be a wild card in the future, as recent experience has shown that it is part of the 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
12 Steinmüller, A. & Steinmüller, K. (2004), pp. 26-28. 
13 Pohl, R. (2004) and Taleb, N.N.. (2018), p. 20.  
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collective horizon of expectations. The same applies to extreme flooding events after the experience of the 

Oder floods in 1997 or the recent floods, especially in North Rhine-Westphalia and Rhineland-Pfalz.14  

   
Once a wild card has occurred, it is no longer considered as such from then on.   

 

Only when such events have disappeared from the collective memory of a society and are no longer 

considered anything more than long-ago historical events, are they once again included in wild card 

databases. According to Petersen and Steinmüller, it is useful to distinguish three types of surprises from 

an epistemological point of view15: 

 events, whose occurrence is known and is relatively certain, but for which we have no certainty about 

the timing, e.g. the next major earthquake 

 future events that are unknown to the public or even to many researchers but could be discovered 

only by consulting the right experts or in the presence of adequate models, e.g. in the case of specific 

climate change effects 

 inherently unpredictable future events, which even research cannot foresee and can only be 

anticipated through creativity and imagination 

The possible number of wild cards - at least in the last category - is basically infinite. 

 

Do we need a new typology for wild cards? 

An alternative extended approach to the anticipation of disruptive variables was presented by Oliver 

Markley. In this context, he pleaded for further wild card typologies and for consistently underestimated 

developments, such as the consequences of climate change, to be taken into account as new types of wild 

cards and to also make general credibility in public discourse a differentiation criterion.16 Markley 

outlined a second type of wild card, defined by a high probability and strong impact from the perspective 

of subject matter experts if current trends continue, but low credibility for key stakeholders. Therefore, a 

pandemic that was expected by the virological community but not by the general public would fall under 

this type of wild card.  

 

He argues for a further differentiation starting from type II17:  

 

 Wild card type I: low probability, severe impact, high credibility 

 Wild card type II: high probability, severe impact, low credibility 

 Wild card type III: high probability, severe impact, debatable credibility 

 Wild card type IV: high probability, severe impact, high credibility 

 

However, such a further differentiation would result in a further dilution of the wild cards concept, so that 

almost every disruptive variable would be regarded as a wild card if one followed Markley's proposals. 

This would ultimately result in a certain degree of arbitrariness.  

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
14 Trudslev, A. (2020). 
15 Petersen, J. & Steinmüller, K. (2009). 
16 Markley, O. (2011). 
17 Markley, O. (2011), p. 1080. 
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Therefore, this study is oriented to previous definitions, according to which wild cards are understood as 

disruptive events that occur unexpectedly for most people, with a low a priori probability and dramatic 

impact.  

This narrower definition is necessary because a large number of related wild card concepts that show 

strong overlaps with Markley's proposals already exist. On the one hand, the large number of concepts 

available (see Appendix, Chapter 6.1) illustrates that there are a large number of potential disruptive 

events in the modern "risk society” and on the other, that the willingness of researchers to deal with 

"post-normal" or extreme events has increased considerably during recent decades. All of these concepts, 

insofar as they have a specific reference to the future, are images and imaginations of the future. However, 

wild cards exhibit this characteristic most strongly.  

 

In contrast to concepts that usually refer to scientifically established facts, wild cards are not only found in 

existing bodies of knowledge as hypotheses, assumptions or even speculations, but are often construed as 

thought experiments such that the level of creativity in anticipating and imagining possible wild cards is 

much higher.18 However, the question always arises as to how such events can be anticipated in the first 

place as well as where they can be identified. 

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
18 Hauptman, A. & Steinmüller, K. (2019). 
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2.2 Identifying potential wild cards  

Ultimately, identifying potential wild cards is always an analytical and creative effort. Wild cards are 

especially analytical when it comes to the correct interpretation and classification of weak signals, as they 

were first described by Igor Ansoff, i.e. early and unusual indications of high-impact events or 

developments that are too incomplete to allow a comprehensive assessment of their future effects and 

consequences, which allows possible countermeasures to be determined.19 Ultimately, it is also always a 

matter of overcoming cognitive biases and correctly classifying signals since the human brain is, in the 

words of Daniel Kahneman, a "machine for jumping to conclusions" and tends to give greater weight to 

those signals that do not challenge pre-existing expectations.20 Due to such cognitive biases, many weak 

signals are misjudged and misclassified. Analytical performance also includes the systemic 

contextualisation of specific events or in the sifting of potential wild card sources. Creative achievements, 

on the other hand, include "thinking up" and imagining potential wild cards. Many wild cards are to be 

understood as thought experiments similar to science fiction narratives, whereby wild cards in the context 

of futurology, as opposed to science fiction, require a higher degree of plausibility and a stronger 

reference to the present.21 

Certain methods and sources have also been established in research into wild cards in order to identify 

them.22 Many of these sources, especially secondary literature and media, are also used in horizon 

scanning to identify trends, weak signals and developments relevant to the future.23  

Fig. 2: Sources and methods used for identifying possible wild cards  
 

 
 

Source: Content according to Steinmüller & Steinmüller (2004), graphically adapted by Prognos AG and Z_punkt 2021. 

 

Creativity techniques and analysis are mixed together in order to identify potential wild cards, which 

naturally is at the expense of generating transparent knowledge in the sense of the scientific validity of 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
19

 Ansoff, I. (1975) and Ansoff, I. (1984).  
20 Kahneman, D. (2015), p. 105 etc. 
21 Steinmüller, K. (2016).  
22 Petersen, J. & Steinmüller, K. (2009).  
23 Hiltunen, E. (2008).  
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futurology.24 In many cases, a kind of "post-plausibility check" of the described wild cards is carried out by 

pointing out weak signals that could point in the direction of a possible occurrence.  

The specific sources and methods for identifying possible wild cards (see Fig.) should not be used in 

isolation, but always in a mix of methods or sources25: 

 Interviews with experts: in many foresight projects, surveys and interviews are conducted with 

experts about future trends and expectations. In this context, questions can also be asked about 

possible trend breaks, disturbances, disruptions or even alternative developments. Experts can also 

be specifically confronted with possible wild cards.  

 Brainstorming and other creativity techniques: creativity techniques used in working groups are a 

commonly used method for generating a portfolio of possible wild cards. The prerequisite for good 

results here is an inspiring atmosphere that is as free of hierarchy as possible and the free exchange of 

ideas. 

 Screening of media and other secondary sources: naturally all of the  sources used in "standard 

research" can also be used when searching for wild cards. However, less likely developments often 

take place only marginally or are contextualised differently. In this respect, a scanning of media rarely 

brings wild cards directly to light, but provides suggestions.  

 Historical analogies: according to a common saying, history does not repeat itself, but historical 

events and contexts provide an important source of inspiration for identifying possible wild cards. 

Analogy building is also a relevant creativity technique. However, it should be borne in mind that 

analogy is not the same as parity. Ultimately, each historical situation should be embedded in complex 

contexts and viewed as unique.  

 Evaluating science fiction: science fiction that not only wants to entertain is always speculative 

fiction.26 Science fiction also enjoys a reputation for picking up on futuristic trends at a very early 

stage. Therefore, films, fiction, but also series like "Black Mirror", which belong to this genre, are a 

very important source for wild cards. 

 Trend scouting in art, design and culture: artists, but also those working in design and culture, have 

a reputation for picking up on developments earlier than others and translating them into projects 

and works. However, wild cards tend to be hidden in the abstract here, which brings with it the 

challenge, which is not always easy to manage, of rendering potential wild cards from this area into a 

specific concept.  

 

After potential wild cards have been identified, an essential further step follows: selecting wild cards that 

are relevant to the project.  

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
24 Grunwald, A. (2013).  
25 Cf. Steinmüller, A. & Steinmüller, K. (2004), p. 31. 
26 Steinmüller, K. (2016).  
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3 WILD CARDS: 15 POTENTIAL 
“FUTURE QUAKES”  

 

The aim of this study is to anticipate and describe potential crisis events and "future quakes"27, which will 

have similar high impacts like the current COVID-19 pandemic. However, the "shock waves" emanating 

from the event will not necessarily have to last as long as in the coronavirus crisis. Comparability of their 

effects is also only possible to a limited extent as such events or developments must be viewed singularly. 

So no positive wild cards such as those from the "Fall of the Berlin Wall" category were considered as part 

of this study. Instead, selected potential crisis events or developments from all STEEP sectors28 have been 

outlined, some of which also overlap with other concepts such as Black Jellyfishes or Grey Rhinos (for these 

concepts, see Appendix Chapter 6.1). Some of the wild cards are, especially for people outside of scientific 

communities, sudden crises that occur overnight, whilst others represent developments that have a long 

lead-in phase and then undergo an exponential acceleration in their crisis-like nature. Also, the wild cards 

described here necessarily present an incomplete selection of possible events and developments.  

Certain types of wild cards have been deliberately excluded: 

 apocalyptic wild cards that no one can react to (example: an all-erasing asteroid impact on earth) 

 wild cards that completely challenge established knowledge (e.g. we live in a simulated matrix reality) 

 highly improbable wild cards (e.g. sudden change in the law of nature, such as the reversal of the 

gravitational force) 

A certain degree of abstraction is always required when reading wild cards, as a wild card description is 

always a tightrope walk between being too abstract and being too specific. When wild cards are described 

as narrative short scenarios, as in this study, the outlined future scenarios become more tangible, but the 

wild card comes with implicit consequential assumptions. However, estimates of effects and consequences 

are necessarily always purely hypothetical thought experiments as wild cards are hypothetical on the one 

hand and usually without precedent on the other.  

   
Even though wild cards are described in specific terms, they should always be read in the abstract.   

 

The wild cards described here are described in specific terms, but they should always be read in abstract 

terms - as representatives so to speak, of similar developments and development paths, which aim to 

show crisis-like cascade effects as examples. It should be borne in mind that condensed descriptions can 

only ever throw a spotlight on some of the potential consequences.   

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
27 Steinmüller, A. & Steinmüller, K. (2004), p. 24. 
28 Society, Technology, Economy, Ecology, Politics (+Law). 
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3.1 Wild card #1: Europe's thermostat is no 
longer working - climate change has 
disrupted the Gulf stream 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The AMOC (Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation), considered the earth's thermostat, has 

weakened considerably in recent decades due to man-made global warming, and has now reached a 

tipping point. The AMOC, which transports warm and cold water flows around the globe like a giant 

conveyor belt and has so far helped to stabilise the climate, is no longer "working". The Gulf stream, which 

is only a single branch of a larger network of currents across the world's oceans, has also weakened 

considerably. Ice melt in Greenland and increasing heavy rainfall have resulted in higher freshwater 

inputs in the northern Atlantic. The resulting reduction in salinity has permanently weakened the so-

called deep convection, which causes warm, salty water to sink into cooler deep-sea layers in the north 

and transport it from north to south, has slowed down the global circulation pattern process. As a result of 

regional warming, the deep-sea marine ecosystems of the Atlantic are collapsing, causing fish populations 

and the biodiversity of diverse marine species to dwindle rapidly. In addition, warm-water species are 

now migrating northward, displacing native cold-water species. Fish species such as flounder, hake, cod 

are increasingly becoming a rare delicacy. Experts even fear an imminent end to the commercial fishing 

industry, as well as other as yet non-assessable domino effects from the collapse of the marine 

ecosystems.  

The slowdown has led to extreme cooling in the northern hemisphere in Europe, in the North Atlantic and 

in North America. Europe is being battered by storms, freezing winters, a drop in temperature of around 

five to ten degrees, and torrential rain, which at times brings all of the rail networks and airports to a 

standstill. Summers are characterised by intense and prolonged heat waves and droughts, which dry out 

the soil and subsequently trigger frequent forest fires. Temperatures above 42°C claim numerous lives 

every summer, and dehydrated seniors are among the heat-related deaths. Agriculture is also suffering 

from these extreme weather conditions. Increased crop losses of fodder worldwide have significantly 

reduced livestock production, and a ban on conventional tillage is being called for. At the same time, the 

build-up of humus is to be strongly promoted in order to enable better rain storage. Numerous indoor 

farms and artificial irrigation systems meander through fields and other commercial spaces such as 

abandoned factories. 

As a result of the slowing of the northward flow, masses of water are accumulating along the east coast of 

North America and in parts of Europe, which has led to a drastic rise in sea level. This has resulted in 

infrastructures and houses being destroyed by flooding disasters are they have become almost part of 

everyday life for the people living there. Many of them are now moving away. Stronger hurricanes bearing 

down on the south-eastern United States are leading to increased use of costly early warning systems and 

house-sized insurance claims. In addition to international metropolises such as Amsterdam, Bilbao and 

New York, the metropolises of Bremen and Hamburg as well as regions such as the Berchtesgadener Land 

in Germany are among the hardest hit; as they have suffered billions of euros in damage as a result of the 

seasonal flooding. Cities with high surface run-offs are working hard to improve their drainage systems 

and create less sealed surfaces in the form of green space to mitigate the effects of flooding. Some home-

owners are responding to the new situation by raising their lots, jacking up houses on stilts, or shifting to 

floating foundations. Almost no one uses basements any more, as most of them are completely sealed. 

Millions of people around the world who cannot afford these measures are forced to leave their homes. 
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Those, who want to play it safe move to the highlands, where land prices are rising accordingly, much to 

the annoyance of the old-established sections of the population.   

Triggered by the melting of the ice sheet, extreme freshwater run-off has formed in many places, leading 

to a decline in West African monsoon rains. This effect has caused a destabilisation of the climate in the 

Sahel. Due to distorted rainfall patterns, those living in the Sahel zone are severely affected as they rely on 

rain-fed agriculture for subsistence farming. Yields for staple crops such as sorghum and millet, both of 

which require between 460 mm and 650 mm of rainfall, have been severely affected by rising 

temperatures and reduced rainfall. One third of the Sahel population lives in affected areas and is 

migrating. This has led to a massive demographic upheaval through migration to the cities. Quite a few 

also take on the risky and extremely dangerous journey to Europe or Asia and they hope for protection in 

Germany, among other places. Border officials at the EU's external borders are completely overwhelmed 

by the continuing flow of refugees as climate refugees are also arriving from other crisis regions. The 

precarious situation in many reception camps is increasingly erupting into explosive conflicts. 

Improvement does not seem to be in sight for a long time to come.  

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 If global warming continues, the AMOC is projected to weaken by 34% to 45% by the end of the century, 

which could lead to a tipping point where the system becomes unstable and irreversible.29   

 Stefan Rahmstorf, researcher at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, has spoken about the 

consequences of what he sees as a likely tipping point if we fail to meet the climate targets: "The 

consequences of that are so massive that even a 10 per cent chance of triggering a collapse would be an 

unacceptable risk."30   

 In a February 2021 study, scientists found that ocean currents have slowed by 15% since the 20th century 

and the Gulf stream is weaker than it has been in more than a millennium.31  

 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

Some geo-engineering programmes originally intended to reduce global warming are failing, reversing the 

effect in their aftermath. The weakening of the AMOC not only persists, but is additionally accelerated. 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
29 Harvey, F. (2021). 
30 Quoted from Harvey, F. (2021).  
31 Ceasar, L., McCarthy, G.D., Thornalley, D.J.R. et al. (2021).  
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3.2 Wild card #2: Adverse immune systems - 
antibiotic resistance spreading rapidly 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The decades-long rise in antibiotic use in humans and animals has evolved into a global antimicrobial 

resistance (AMR) crisis. Antibiotics, once a wonder weapon, have been rendered ineffective. Improper use 

by under- and over-dosing, as well as misuse of antibiotics, as a useless remedy against viral infections, 

have led to an uncontrollable spread of super germs and paved the way for the gradual transition to 

today's post-antibiotic era. Sudden common infections can become fatal again, even a simple sinusitis or 

even pneumonia have done this. Once harmless infections persist longer due to the ineffective antibiotics 

and develop into chronic diseases and disabilities. Organ transplants, cancer treatments, care for 

premature infants and even standard procedures such as hip replacements are becoming increasingly 

difficult and, in some cases, too dangerous to treat because of the elaborate hygiene precautions involved. 

Scientists have lost the age-old ping-pong battle between developing new antibiotics and the adaptability 

of bacteria, and this has resulted in a rapid increase in antibiotic-resistant infections. Respiratory and 

wound infections are now much more prevalent due to AMR. The numbers of new tuberculosis infections 

has also exploded in Europe. AMRs have already claimed 200 million lives worldwide, with 600,000 

deaths per year in the EU alone. As a result, global GDP has suffered estimated losses of around two 

trillion US dollars in healthcare costs and unemployment.  

In order to prevent the spread of bacterial infections and the use of antibiotics, governments, in 

cooperation with health authorities, are facing the challenge of establishing sustainable and sound action 

plans to jointly combat the situation. Hygiene and control measures are becoming more and more 

sophisticated and stringent, but this also means additional human resources. Automation and disinfection 

come into their own in hospitals and care facilities, where the majority of infections with multi-resistant 

pathogens occur. Hospitals are full of highly visible, non-contact dispensing systems for hand disinfection, 

automatic door openers ensure that no handles are contaminated and automated columns with 

disinfecting UV lights glide ceaselessly up and down the corridors. All hospital entrances are fitted with 

special antibacterial chambers for incoming staff and patients. Some of these preventive measures have 

already arrived in homes, schools, work and leisure environments, all at a corresponding cost. Public 

health campaigns are omnipresent in the media and they provide information measures such as correct 

hand washing, hygienic food preparation, avoidance of close contact with sick people, safer sex and the 

updating of vaccinations. In addition to the usual side effect lists, slogans such as "Effective when needed, 

harmful when misused" or "If you are prescribed antibiotics, ask your doctor why" are printed on the 

leaflets enclosed in the packages. As a further step, patients must sign an informed consent form before 

treatment is started, so that doctors can be held liable in the event of abuse. The medical association is 

complaining about a "bureaucratic monster". National immunisation drives, especially in countries with 

an inadequate health infrastructure, are trying to massively increase vaccination rates in all age groups to 

curb diseases. 

Although fewer and fewer antibiotics have been used in Germany since the 2010s, the number of cases of 

resistance has increased steadily, as antibiotics are still being used under the table in many cases and 

control authorities from the veterinary sector have had to help out the health authorities in more and 

more cases. Agricultural experts and veterinarians are now calling for stricter penalties for this prohibited 

trade and use of antibiotics in animal husbandry and they are trying to increase the use of vaccines 

instead through appropriate campaigns.  
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The pharmaceutical industry is working at breakneck speed and with considerable financial resources to 

develop and produce so-called resistance breakers, antibiotic boosters and novel vaccines for keeping the 

super germs at bay. Various pharmaceutical companies have allied to develop new antibiotics in the fight 

against antibiotic resistance. These projects are also financed to a large extent from the public budget and 

entail costs of several billion euros. For some years now, the hopes of pharmaceutical companies have 

been pinned on investments in smaller biotech companies that are specifically focused on antibiotics 

production and are expected to develop products to marketability in the shortest possible time. However, 

the subsequent lack of data from long-term studies is a cause of great concern for many critics of the 

pharmaceutical industry.  

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 Bacterial infections that are unsuccessfully treated due to AMR already claim at least 700,000 lives per year 

worldwide and are projected to be associated with the deaths of up to 10 million people per year by 

2050.
32

   

 According to a survey by the Federal Institute for Risk Assessment, 62 per cent of Germans are afraid of 

antibiotic resistance. Experts at the Charité hospital in Berlin fear that by 2050 more people could die from 

multi-resistant germs than from cancer. In Germany, 54,500 people contract infections caused by 

antibiotic-resistant pathogens every year and 2,400 people die as a result.
33

   

 The former president of the World Bank, Jim Yong Kim, considers AMR to be highly dangerous: "The scale 

and nature of this economic threat could destroy hard-won development gains and move us away from our 

goal of eradicating extreme poverty and strengthening shared prosperity."34   

 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

Resistance could also arise from the increased use of antivirals (instead of antibiotics) in the future. 

However, they are not as widely used today because they cannot cover such a wide a range as antibiotics.  

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
32 The Lancet (2020). 
33 Robert Koch Institute (2018). 
34 Cited in BBraun (2019). 
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3.3 Wild card #3: Pandemic 2.0 - A digital super 
virus collapses the Internet 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

An anarchist hacker group has injected a novel computer virus into the Internet. The virus has taken 

control of the world's approximately 340 Internet nodes as well as the mooring stations for the global 

submarine cables and has shut them down synchronously. The node with the highest data throughput in 

Frankfurt am Main was also infected and irreparably damaged by the virus. In Germany, as in the rest of 

the world, the WWW is collapsing irrevocably. What was first noticed as the failure of Google, Instagram 

and WhatsApp, and was hailed as an internet-free day with the usual web laughter, is gradually turning 

out to be an erosion of the digital infrastructure. It is not only digital communications that are paralysed, 

but the global financial system is also at a standstill. Stock markets have already seen losses in value of 

over 50% as well as the suspension of Bitcoin trading and this is causing new losses of billions every day. 

Companies that have stored their data in clouds can no longer access it. Retailers and wholesalers who 

specialise in internet business have suddenly stopped generating revenue. Whereas the big ones, such as 

Amazon and Zalando, can cope with this for the time being, smaller retailers will soon be facing 

insolvency. The 5G network, which has already been rolled out nationwide in Germany, has become 

unusable for the Internet of Things: Almost every industrial company that is in some way involved in 

networked production is experiencing massive disruptions that are bringing global supply chains to a 

standstill. Without imports and exports, small and medium-sized companies are now having to lay off staff 

or close down altogether. Grocery stores and pharmacies shelves run empty due to hoarding. Getting new 

merchandise is next to impossible as orders are usually processed online. Calling via smartphone is no 

longer possible, just as it is no longer possible to use a landline telephone, which was converted to an 

Internet-based protocol several years ago. The shortage of food and medicine soon leads to protests, some 

of them violent. 

Just a week without the Internet was enough to cost thousands of lives worldwide: due to the abrupt 

failure of the internet and the ensuing chaos, aircraft, trains and traffic light systems were briefly 

disconnected from their control centres, causing devastating accidents. The major insurers estimate the 

economic damage of the default to be in the triple-digit billions in Germany and they are now faced with a 

huge flood of insurance claims. The emergency plans are taking effect in the case of critical 

infrastructures: policemen and policewomen are controlling the traffic wherever traffic lights have failed. 

With the declaration of a state of internal emergency by the German government, the Bundeswehr is being 

called in to support the police and it will be used for the first time to protect civilian objects and to fight 

insurgencies at home. Employees in power stations are manually operating levers and valves to ensure 

the supply of electricity and water. The internet-controlled wind farms in the North Sea and Baltic Sea are 

partially or completely failing, causing power outages in northern Germany that are lasting for hours or 

even days. ESA, NASA and Roskosmos report having briefly lost control of TV satellites that have 

consequently burned up in the earth's atmosphere or crashed into inhabited areas.  

Pen and paper and technology from the pre-internet era must now replace e-mail traffic and networked 

production facilities. Analog computers are also making a hasty comeback. In the Federal Chancellery, the 

in-house pneumatic post is now the most widely used communications method. The crisis team there is 

trying to coordinate the situation and inform the population using VHF radio. The radio reports that China 

and the US can produce evidence linking the anarchist hacking group to Russia. Russia denies any 

responsibility, whereupon the USA is threatening "more drastic measures". A verbal escalation spiral is set 

in motion. 
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Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 In 2010, the Stuxnet virus infected the monitoring and control systems of an Iranian uranium enrichment 

facility, causing significant disruption.35  

 In 2016, hackers first managed to penetrate the systems of two Ukrainian utilities, causing a blackout that 

affected around 225,000 people.
36

 

 When the German armed forces’ “Cyber and information space command” was established, questions 

about international law and the possibility of counter-attacks using offensive measures ("hack backs") were 

debated in the German parliament.37 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

An alternative scenario for crippling the internet could be to encrypt entire internet nodes using 

ransomware. A state-backed hacker group could blackmail countries and organisations and only release 

the nodes again when political demands are met.  

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
35 Beuth, P. (2020). 
36 Tanriverdi, H. (2017). 
37 Schulze, M. (2020). 
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3.4 Wild card #4: Homo Deus - a new 
transhumanist religion is gaining massive 
importance 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The noticeable effects of AI and automation in the working world are increasingly driving employees to 

use human enhancements to adapt technologically to the higher demands of the workplace. This 

development is slowly breaking many social taboos. At the same time, it also marks the beginning of many 

other transhumanist developments that are occurring at an astonishing rate. More and more people are 

optimising emotions and performance by using neuro-enhancers. Customised formulas, often determined 

by data from smart wearables, have elevated these legal drugs into the mainstream. pharmaceuticals 

improve subjective feelings of happiness, quality of life and longevity both pharmaceutically as well as 

through the digital manipulation of brain activities. This is leading to further breaking of taboos and more 

and more radical, genetic optimisation interventions become mainstream. Supposedly this will allow 

children to become  happier, healthier, longer-living and "better" people even before they are born. 

Genetically modified designer babies now account for up to 30% of births in some countries. The sight of 

people with bionic body parts, exoskeletons or contact lenses with integrated tele- or macro-lenses is no 

longer a rarity. The implanting of computer chips under the skin (e.g. for contactless payment) has 

become a standard service in piercing studios. Those who prefer to be a little more sophisticated, can have 

a brain-to-computer interface implanted in their brains and this will allow their brains to communicate 

directly with computers. The first payment service providers have already introduced pay per thought. 

Many commercials are now designed to directly trigger a payment impulse in the mind.  

The implementing of inorganic silicon-based "hardware" in the human body has also allowed a 

corresponding "software" market to blossom. Various programs for direct technological intervention in 

brain processes are now available for downloading. Skills and knowledge, happiness and ecstasy, 

intensified emotions, increased creativity and performance are - according to the marketing promise - can 

be called up through a simple "click". Strong competition is emerging as transhumanist modifications are 

becoming consumer-driven decisions and human technological optimisations are becoming consumer 

goods. The inhibition threshold for human enhancements has now dropped so significantly that over 30% 

of the world's population are already undergoing enhancement. Virtually overnight these people can no 

longer be recognised as such. They are all part of a steadily growing human-centred religious movement 

in which people conceive of themselves as Homo Deus - the new species of man who sees himself as a 

creator. This development is acting as an ethical tipping point: There will be no turning back after enough 

people have gone down the transhumanist path. A de facto compulsion to optimise follows in order to 

keep up in society. This is leading to widespread interpersonal conflicts that divide entire families. Bodies 

and brains are considered the most valuable assets; technologically optimised bodies and brains are 

considered many times superior. The strengthened Transhumanist party is demanding that the right to an 

expanded sense of feeling, increased efficiency and knowledge be enshrined in the general fundamental 

rights. The firsty employers are only hiring transhumans as well as Ais because they can work more 

efficiently. The military and security forces are also increasingly relying on transhumans. Companies are 

increasingly targeting their products at transhumans because they have more purchasing power. This is 

exacerbating existing inequalities, as cyber technologies are expensive. One now has to be able to afford 

health, knowledge and performance. Non-transformed people are increasingly experiencing hostility. The 

case: The challenges and problems of the 21st century demanded human enhancements, so non-

transformed people cannot contribute to society to the same extent as transhumans. It is suddenly being 
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considered antisocial in sections of the population not to be enhanced. A new class society is emerging. 

Transhumans now hold all of the important positions and offices. They have created new transhumanist 

decision-making and design processes that have de-legitimising democratic structures that should 

actually include non-transformed people. These new decision-making and design processes have taken on 

completely different dynamics than is "conventionally" possible. These dynamics are hardly 

comprehensible to non-transformed people. Non-transformed people are no longer able to find paid work 

and are now under-represented in political decision-making structures.  

At the same time, transhumans consider themselves to be chosen people. Power, the redemption of 

suffering, the promise of happiness, godlike abilities available at the push of a button, knowledge, the 

promised attainment of a new stage of human evolution are the reinterpreted visions of these super-

humans. All of these promises provide fertile ground for new religious movements based on 

transhumanist ideals. Much of this now seems to be true, which is why the vows seem plausible to many 

people. Transhumanist religious movements are growing rapidly. There are deterministic and teleological 

currents in addition to the creeds based on proactive transhumanist modifications: the technological 

singularity prophesied by Ray Kurzweil and the redemption of the human condition from its biological 

limitations by self-creating AIs is eagerly awaited. This event signifies a parousia, the return of the 

Messiah in the form of a cyborg, for the followers. This idea is rejected by other currents of 

transhumanism. Conflicts are arising between followers of both faiths. The traditional churches, as well as 

all non-modified ones, have been reduced to apathetic victims of these disputes. Intra-transhumanist 

conflicts are suddenly looming with potentially fatal consequences. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 Alphabet, which is Google's parent company, founded the California Life Company biotechnology company 

with the aim of stopping ageing and ultimately defeating death.38 

 Universal historian Yuval Noah Harari, author of Homo Deus, writes that transhumanist evolution will be a 

logical consequence of human action: Humanity always acts on the maxim of reducing or eliminating 

suffering. Therefore, in his opinion, it will also pursue transhumanist ideals in the future.
39

 

 Philosophers Andy Clark and David Chalmers argue that through the use of notebooks, calendars, smart 

phones and computers as well as personalised recommendations, we are already outsourcing our mental 

capacities to technologies. So, we are already technologically enhanced.40 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

It is difficult to imagine a different transformation path. In theory, a few stakeholders are enough to 

trigger a transhumanist revolution. Moreover, it would be possible, for example, for an AI revolution to 

pre-empt a transhumanist one.   

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
38 Zeizinger, N. (2019).  
39 Harari, Y. N. (2017). 
40 Clark, A. & Chalmers, D. (1998).  
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3.5 Wild card #5: Geo-engineering gone wrong - 
climate experiments conducted abroad are 
producing extreme weather in Germany 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The effects of climate change are now being felt around the world. In order to avert a climate collapse, 

some countries see artificially modifying climate and weather patterns as a last resort. The U.S., in 

particular, hard hit by climate disasters, is pushing these measures, with California-based climate start-

ups being particularly prominent. Since mechanical measures for reducing CO2 in the atmosphere such as 

direct air capture, i.e. the direct removal of CO2 through filter systems, have only achieved marginal 

effects, chemical measures are now primarily used, which have far-reaching consequences for regional 

weather conditions and for entire ecosystems. This has caused drastic social and political conflicts in 

Germany and Europe and even "weather wars" now seem possible. In order to block sunlight and reflect 

the heat back into space, sulphate aerosols are sprayed into the stratosphere using so-called solar 

radiation management. Side effects of this measure are on the one hand, the damage to the ozone layer, 

whereby more UV-B radiation is reaching the earth's crust. Dermatologists fear that the number of skin 

cancer cases will shoot up in the long term as a result. On the other hand, the light-reflecting particles 

make the sky appear completely white, which is greatly affecting peoples’ health and psyche. Precipitation 

patterns and atmospheric circulation have changed as a result of this, with major implications for regional 

climate systems: less precipitation due to reduced evaporation, droughts in eastern Germany, extreme 

storms on the coasts and in the lowlands as well as severe weather and flooding in the German secondary 

mountain ranges. Experiments are also being carried out in space to dim the sun; e.g. American and 

Chinese space companies are putting mirrors and reflective solar shields into orbit. As a result, 

photovoltaic systems are experiencing drastic efficiency losses - with the consequence that fossil fuels are 

once again gaining in importance, whose CO2 emissions are increasing the need for geo-engineering 

measures. 

For a long time now, solar radiation management has not just been about adjusting the temperature back 

to pre-industrial times, but an attempt to manipulate the "thermostat" in favour of the domestic economy. 

They should improve their national conditions for agriculture, tourism and climate and disaster 

protection. An internationally valid agreement that would guarantee weather that is equally acceptable to 

all countries is being blocked by those countries that instigated the geo-engineering measures, first and 

foremost China, but also the USA, where the geo-engineering lobby of the Californian geo-tech start-ups 

has a lot of political influence. Instead, strong competition is emerging for the best climate-effecting 

technology and overall weather sovereignty. Weather wars between the US and China are imminent. 

Armies around the world are being augmented by weather defence teams. German politicians are 

increasingly being forced to consider introducing their own measures. The German government, in close 

cooperation with the EU, now wants to follow suit and make Europe a driving force in global weather 

policy. Europe is positioning itself in the battle for climate sovereignty and in preparation for possible 

weather wars. EU battle groups will be equipped with weather defence technologies.  

Society is increasingly splitting into two camps: On one side are those who oppose any further chemical 

geo-engineering. On the other side are the technophile camp, which advocates turning the tide with more 

geo-engineering measures and controlling the climate more in the German and European sense. Their 

point: The climate has been modified to such an extent that even non-intervention will have catastrophic 

and unpredictable effects. Some climate experts support this argument: They warn against abruptly 
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ending the geo-engineering measures, as this may result in even faster global warming than before. 

Briefly: There is no turning back now. The fronts between the two camps are hardening. Social division 

and deep conflicts are the result and protests are now the order of the day.  

The dramatic severe and extreme weather events to which people are already massively exposed as well 

as those still threatened through more geo-engineering measures, are driving people into the streets. But 

many people are also concerned about the powerlessness of being at the mercy of other countries and 

their ideas about climate change. There are loud calls here for further European measures of their own. 

Environmental, energy and tourism associations, the German Insurance Association, agriculture, forestry 

and fisheries associations as well as the medical associations are sometimes facing each other in hardened 

fronts that can no longer be clearly distinguished from each other. Policy makers are facing a massive 

challenge: Neither a stop nor a "carry on" is ecologically sensible and desirable. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 Tech start-ups Planktos and Climos offer carbon offsets in exchange for performing iron fertilisation in the 

oceans.41 

 Scientists estimate that just a 1.8 per cent reduction in penetrating solar radiation would offset a doubling 

of atmospheric carbon dioxide.
42

  

 A Swiss motion to have the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) investigate the opportunities and risks of 

geo-engineering was rejected by the votes from the USA and Saudi Arabia.43  

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

Under the guise of climate and species protection, certain geo-engineering measures (e.g. climate-resilient 

coral breeding or genetically modified mosquitoes to eradicate invasive species) could become 

mainstream and be hastily implemented.  

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
41 Robock, A. (2008), p. 16.  
42 Robock, A. (2008), p. 16.  
43 Mihatsch, C. (2019).  
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3.6 Wild card #6: Strong leadership sought - a 
majority wants to return to the monarchy 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

In Berlin, Chancellor Wilhelm von Preuß, in his interim capacity as head of government, announces the 

new constitution for the German Empire. Basic Law has been superseded. The head of an old German 

noble family and his party, the MPG (Monarchist Party of Germany) emerged victorious from the last 

federal election with a narrow absolute majority. For the third time in a row, voter turnout in the country 

is at record-breaking low levels. The population is tired of the political attrition battles of the previous 

legislatures. The MPG's election promise has struck a chord with the growing number of so-called empire 

citizens in the country. As the polls from the opinion research institutes show, they want the distant 

relative of the last German emperor and his politically faithful members to correct the misdeeds of the last 

decade. Voters are hoping for new leadership in these times of climate change and permanent recession. 

The monarchist forces were helped in this by the fact that Wilhelm von Preuß was regarded by large 

sections of the population as likeable and basically moderate. His popularity has only been dimmed by 

past restitution efforts undertaken by his family at the beginning of the 21st century. It is also a sign of 

moderation that he never wanted to be emperor. Only the increasing brutalisation in the political 

discourse, the suffering and discontent in the population, the economic instability and recession as well as 

the consequences of the Corona pandemic, pushed the nobleman to fulfil his "historical duty" against the 

background of the growing affection of monarchists and the empire citizens, which royal experts have 

acknowledged from insider sources. 

Therefore, based on Article 146 of the Basic Law, the way is paved for the German people to give 

themselves a new constitution under questionably low participation, which was achieved mainly with 

votes from national conservative circles and the empire citizens. Resistance and demonstrations against it 

have flared up only sporadically. The accusation of election manipulation is in the air, but journalistic 

indignation by the free press as well as the last grass-root democratic efforts go unheard. The will of the 

citizens for democratic participation is suffocated in the daily survival struggle for food, water and 

occasional jobs. Representative democracy in Germany has been replaced by a parliamentary monarchy, 

and Wilhelm von Preuß was inaugurated as Emperor Wilhelm III in Aachen Cathedral. The parties in the 

new parliament were called upon to agree upon a common Prime Minister. According to the Emperor's 

will, politics in the country will be given one last chance. But behind the scenes secret preparations for the 

absolutist seizure of power have long been underway. The former Federal States of Bavaria and Baden-

Württemberg have declared their independence and their withdrawal from the former federal territory – 

even before the new constitution came into force. The Emperor threatened to use the new national army 

to invade, but it has remained neutral during the transition. The former Federal Republic is threatening to 

fragment. Only with difficulty and constant concessions can the Emperor and the new Parliament hold 

together the Empire of the German nation.  

There is a shortage of money everywhere. Wealthy empire citizens are now regarded as the new elite of 

the young state. A seriously far-sighted, sustainable policy that would be needed to strengthen the 

economy and end the suffering of the population, now seems to be inhibited for years to come. Many 

German companies, whose business activities depend on an open society and international networking, 

have been relocating their headquarters abroad for some time. In his discontent, the emperor is 

ceaselessly deposing national chancellors and is now openly considering running the political office 

himself. Autocratic tendencies are on the rise, and the criminal offence against lèse majesté is being 

reintroduced and consistently used against the free press. Parliament is also being deliberately bypassed 
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time and time again in order to weaken its institutional role. Therefore, the events in the German Empire 

are being monitored internationally with suspicion. Secret services throughout the world are noting with 

concern the political shift to the right in the former Germany and are anticipating a relapse into 

absolutism. The EU is considered to be equally weakened internally and externally due to the German 

turmoil, and there is also speculation about a DEUXIT. Germany's role is also viewed very critically in 

NATO. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 In a representative survey conducted by YouGov in 2016, one in six would like to have a royal family in 

Germany.44 According to a study by the Otto Brenner Foundation, about a quarter of those surveyed (23% 

in the old, 26% in the new Federal States) would even like to see a leadership that does not have to worry 

about parliaments and elections.45 

 Historical research shows that a removal of the German monarchy from power in 1918 was not actually 

intended. The Weimar Republic was originally conceived as a parliamentary monarchy.
46

  

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

The enthronement of the new emperor was a wake-up call for the population. Led by the younger 

generations, to whom the idea of a new authoritarian authority is alien, Germany is plunging into a civil 

war between democratic traditionalists and neo-monarchists. The outcome is uncertain.  

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
44 Schmidt, M. (2016). 
45 Faus, R. & Storks S. (2018). 
46 Fricker, U. (2018). 
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3.7 Wild card #7: Berlin becomes Cape Town - 
Germany suffers a drought lasting several 
years 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The effects of climate change have redefined the understanding of water stress, as central European 

countries are now severely affected. A prolonged, multi-year drought down to the deep soil layers, with 

extreme heat well beyond the summer months and declining precipitation levels, is even drying out the 

once rainy north of Germany. Major fires in the Mark Brandenburg region and sandstorms with wind 

erosion in the Münsterland region – natural catastrophes of this kind are occurring with increasing 

frequency. The heat is compounded by the extreme lack of water. Crop failures of up to 50% in agriculture 

are the result, species extinction and above all insect loss is leading to worsening crop failures. Farmers 

are going loudly to the barricades and demanding compensation for their devastating loss of earnings. The 

forests are also suffering from water stress. Numerous aquatic ecosystems are also collapsing due to the 

high temperatures. One of the consequences is the uncontrolled spread of blue-green algae in German 

bathing lakes and holiday destinations in the Mecklenburg lake district or in Upper Bavaria are hardly 

registering any bookings. Water levels in lakes and rivers are falling dramatically, which has brought 

inland navigation to an almost complete standstill. A large part of the freight had to be shifted to rail. 

Water-intensive industries, such as the automotive or paper industry, have had to change their production 

methods or even stop them in some cases. 

Rising water prices and extensive water restrictions are affecting the population's quality of life - dry 

shampoo sales are booming. Thuringia and Brandenburg, in particular, have been badly affected, with 

"neighbourhood brigades" now devoting themselves to water protection. Fights over the scarce resource 

are clearly increasing in these regions. Those who have not yet completely redesigned their garden with 

succulents, and can afford it are buying water under the table, despite the threat of fines, to secretly water 

their gardens at night. Neither the succulent gardens nor the withered flowers in German gardens are 

conducive to averting domestic insect mortality. Some communities are running on dry land, and the 

drinking water supply is already at risk in Berlin. As water consumption is rationed to a maximum of 60 

litres per person per day, citizens are striving to become at least partially self-sufficient from the 

municipal water supply, but private well digging and water recycling systems can only offer slight 

mitigation here. Water-dependent businesses such as car washes and nurseries are on the verge of 

insolvency and are calling for government help. The beaches of the North and Baltic Seas, which in March 

are already more reminiscent of Mallorcan conditions due to the warm temperatures, are lined with large 

reverse osmosis plants that are desalinating seawater along Germany's coastline. Toxic brine from 

desalination is simultaneously flooding hazardous waste landfills. Dead fish are piling up on the receding 

banks of many inland waters. In politics, voices are growing louder that water conflicts could spread to the 

whole of Germany in the foreseeable future and that water imports could be the logical next step. 
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Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 The Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research predicts that the number of two-year summer droughts 

in Central Europe will increase sevenfold during the second half of the century (2051 to 2100). The arable 

land affected by the drought will almost double to more than 40 million hectares.47 

 According to recent research, the European continent has been hit by the worst drought in 2,100 years. 

Over time, Europe has become increasingly more arid, which is evident from the extensive forest die-back 

seen in central Europe. The summers of drought from 2015 onwards have contributed to a more rapid 

deterioration and are now thought to be far more serious than previously thought.48 

 Although Germany as a whole does not suffer from water shortages over the entire area, there are already 

regions ranging from Saarland to Rhineland-Pfalz, Hessen to Saxony, Brandenburg and Berlin where 100 to 

200 litres of rain per square metre was already missing during the summer drought of 2020.49  

 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

The ongoing drought is systematically underestimated as it is repeatedly being alleviated in the short term 

by relieving periods of rain. A "hyperbolic discounting effect" is occurring and the problem is dragging on 

as the long-term consequences of the drought are perceived to be very distant. 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
47 Augsburger Allgemeine (2020). 
48 Süddeutsche Zeitung (2021).  
49 Eldersch, T. (2020). 
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3.8 Wild card #8: Un état difficile - France is 
governed by an anti-EU right-wing 
nationalist government and wants FREXIT 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The efforts of the anti-European, right-wing nationalist forces in France to give themselves the guise of 

moderate conservative parties over the years have been successful: They won the presidential election. 

Immediately after the election, the already dynamic boundaries covering what can be said were 

dramatically shifted, leading to a heated political climate in France and the EU. Immediately after the 

election the new government started pushing for a referendum on whether France should remain in the 

EU, the so-called FREXIT. At the same time, Paris is calling on the EU to transfer all competences at EU 

level back to France as soon as possible. Otherwise the "empty chair policy" of the 1960s would be 

revived. In its FREXIT campaign, the government in Paris has cemented its rejection of the EU and the 

"European establishment". International media are speculating about the end of the EU: Due to France's 

central position in Europe and its historically deep roots in European history and identity, FREXIT would 

have an even greater political and symbolic impact than BREXIT. The idea of the EU would have failed. 

France's anti-European stance is also fuelling anti-European forces in other EU countries. Together they 

demand that the EU be transformed into a Europe of fatherlands, in which the nation states do not 

transfer any competences to a European political authority. Eurosceptic governments in other EU 

countries feel emboldened by the election in Paris and are sharpening their tone towards the EU. The 

government in Paris is starting to put its money where its mouth is: The franc has been reintroduced as a 

parallel currency in a deliberate disregard of the existing treaties. Even if Brussels reacts immediately 

with infringement proceedings, the financial markets are beginning to bet on the end of the euro. The risk 

premiums for government bonds issued by the euro countries are rising significantly and net borrowing is 

becoming much more expensive. At the same time, people's confidence in the currency is falling, large 

amounts of cash are being withdrawn from accounts and reinvested in real estate, foreign currencies and 

precious metals. The prices for gold and silver are rising rapidly. The business press fears a "perfect 

storm" of a combined banking and euro crisis.  

A variety of protectionist measures are being implemented. Paris has unilaterally terminated the 

Schengen Agreement and reintroduced border controls in her border regions, musch to the annoyance of 

its own population. Existing free trade agreements with third countries were unilaterally terminated, 

including those negotiated by the EU, in exchange for import taxes and protective tariffs on foreign goods 

and services. Foreign direct investment in France will henceforth be close to zero. The new government is 

also flouting the rules of the European Single Market, to which Brussels has reacted with further 

infringement proceedings and finally with sanctions. Paris has reacted to this with an open display of 

indifference and is threatening the EU with a hard FREXIT. The new motto is préférence nationale, which 

de facto means an end to European tenders and a preference for French companies in the awarding of 

contracts. France is closing itself off more and more and the government is trying to portray itself as a 

victim in order to create a siege mentality among the population. Critical media are facing fierce attacks. 

German companies located in border regions, in particular, are feeling the effects of this policy strongly. 

Germany's second-largest trading partner is becoming a volatile economic factor, and the mood 

barometers in the German economy are pointing sharply downwards. Business associations are calling for 

cooperation and damage control.  
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The new government wants to massively expand direct democracy in the future and it is counting on 

legitimising controversial decisions by referendum. A vote is also to be held on the complete surveillance 

of all mosques and the reintroduction of the death penalty. Many right-wing nationalist forces in other 

European countries now regard France as a model. More and more Germans are now demanding the 

direct right of co-determination in the form of referendums. "Les Français d'abord" 'Frenchmen first' is 

the new motto and will be enshrined in the constitution as préférence nationale. The lus soli has been 

replaced by the lus sanguinis, which means that French citizenship is no longer granted automatically by 

birth on French territory. The préférence nationale favours French citizens over non-French citizens in the 

allocation of jobs, housing and social benefits. Employment contracts for foreigners are subject to 

additional taxation. As Germany continues to embrace Europe and its values, Germans in France face 

increasing politicised anti-German phobia. Paris has cancelled agreements with the television station arte 

as well as those with the Franco-German Youth Office. There will also be no more joint cabinet meetings in 

the future. Germans living or working in France are leaving the country in droves. Immigration from 

European countries to France remains possible, but the hurdles are often proving too high in practice. The 

tourism industry is experiencing losses of over 80%. German tourists now prefer to travel to other 

countries due to the sanctions, travel restrictions, resentment and hostility. They no longer feel welcome 

in France. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 In 2017, there was a run-off election between Emmanuel Macron and Marine LePen, which Macron won as 

a previously unknown political newcomer. These advantages will not benefit Macron in the next election. 

Many French people seem disappointed with Macron's policies. Pollsters expect a neck-and-neck race 

between Le Pen and Macron in the upcoming 2022 presidential election. Electoral votes from the left could 

leave Macron short in the next election.50 

 "Sovereignists" are uniting supporters of all political camps in France and they are visibly blurring a clear 

demarcation to the right.51 

 Incendiary letters from military circles with coup fantasies recently caused unrest. Marine Le Pen is also 

specifically looking to the military for support in the upcoming election.
52

 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

In the sense of a wild card, the installation of a right-wing nationalist government as a result of a military 

coup would also be conceivable. This would probably be tantamount to the end of parliamentary 

institutions in France.    

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
50 Meier, A. (2021). 
51 Walther, R. (2020). 
52 ZDF.de (2021). 
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3.9 Wild card #9: Under the Sign of the Dragon - 
a Nationalist China is rising rapidly and 
unilaterally to dominant world power 
status 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

As a result of a disputed election, domestic political tensions in the USA have increased to such an extent 

that the USA fears its own disintegration and as a result of this she has withdrawn from all international 

obligations virtually overnight. China, which has now risen to become the world's largest economy, is 

rapidly filling the global power vacuum that has arisen. NATO is now extremely weakened and exists de 

facto only on paper, as do the US military partnerships in the Pacific region. The EU is internally divided 

over how to deal with the new hegemony, which is pursuing a divide-et-impera strategy and offering 

bilateral privileged partnerships. China is rapidly abandoning all restraint in its political communications 

and is now quite openly formulating its claim to want to dominate the coming centuries militarily, 

economically and politically. Although Chinese infrastructure projects are already shaping the landscapes 

in many parts of the world, plans for the belt and road initiative, i.e. the New Silk Road, are once again 

being massively expanded – the digital Silk Road now stretches across the globe. Those, who refuse to 

become part of the digital Silk Road are experiencing massive cyber attacks from ostensibly private 

hacking groups. The investment volumes of the expanded Silk Road are enormous. Large parts of Africa 

and Latin America are turning away from the West and towards China. The purchase of Chinese state-

owned companies and funds in critical infrastructure, commercial real estate, agricultural land and future-

relevant industries such as the e-car industry, biomedical/medical technologies, mechanical engineering 

and robotics is taking on ever newer dimensions and in Europe as well. In this process, national laws that 

actually provide for pre-emptive rights for domestic industry or the population are also repeatedly being 

leveraged via trust companies. Commodity and water sources are also being taken over by Chinese 

companies around the world.  

Being the largest donor to the United Nations by far, China is using the institutions to pursue interest 

politics. So the global climate policy within the framework of the UN will always be linked to sales policies 

for Chinese sustainability technologies. The number of people using Chinese platforms - which are social 

media, digital payment and assistance systems as well as e-commerce from a single source - is growing 

abruptly. All of the data processed through these interfaces is ending up with Chinese intelligence 

services, which then creates profiles for all foreign users and provides them with a score. Anyone who 

expresses too much criticism of China in forums or chats will be banned from using the platforms. Chinese 

social media personalities are trying to promote a softer, non-political side of China on the internet. As 

part of this process, the Communist Youth League is making use of the large pool of young internet 

celebrities behind the scenes and getting them to positively stage Chinese culture internationally as a form 

of a soft power grab. Chinese blockbusters from Shollywood, as Shanghai is now called in the film 

industry, are also right in line with the Communist Party's efforts to paint a favourable picture of China. 

Soft and hard power, carrot and stick, are part of the Communist Party's fixed catalogue of political 

instruments. 

But China is not only strategically exporting goods and technology around the world, it is also exporting 

its own people. Chinese doctors' surgeries, shopping centres, Confucius Institutes and Chinatown 

offshoots that have sprung up overnight, as it were, are shaping the image of many cities in Europe as well. 
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Those, who can afford to live in the metropolises and want to be on good terms with the Chinese, are 

sending their children to Chinese schools, which are springing up in many places. More and more wealthy 

Chinese are acquiring second homes and apartments especially in the larger cities and idyllic rural 

regions, which is causing prices in the real estate market to continue to rise sharply. Chinese trust funds 

are also making targeted purchases of European media houses. Resentment among the population is 

increasing and there are also more and more sinophobic attacks occurring in Germany, some of which are 

also affecting people with a different East Asian migration background. China is using these attacks to 

build up pressure on the countries in which they are perpetrated - which in turn is fuelling further 

sinophobic sentiment amongst the population. A downward spiral is beginning to take place, especially 

since Beijing does not shy away from threatening military gestures. China is once again sharply increasing 

military spending and sees that its hour has come to quickly persuade Taiwan to "reunify". Skirmishes on 

the open sea are on the increase and the policy of pinpricks and threats is intended to persuade Taiwan to 

give in. The USA no longer stands by its former ally. Beijing is also claiming the entire South China Sea as 

Chinese territorial waters.  

Anyone wishing to do business with China or participate in the Chinese domestic market must also subject 

their company to the scoring logic. Employees of these companies are required to participate in the social 

credit scoring system - another lever Beijing sees as ensuring that no one spreads "false" political 

opinions. At the same time, China is attracting more and more skilled workers who are lured into the 

country with high salaries or work remotely in branch offices, which are often located in Chinatowns. 

Migration flows are also shifting strongly towards China, where low-skilled workers are not very welcome 

- and Beijing is implementing a rigorous isolation policy. Informal refugee camps are forming in 

neighbouring Chinese countries, where the humanitarian situation is often catastrophic. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 China wants to become the dominant world power by 2049 and has formulated a strategy to this end.53 

 More and more Chinese are buying property in German cities such as Hamburg, Frankfurt and Munich. 

More than half of the buyers in the German real estate market came from abroad in 2017, investing €59 

billion, and this including many Chinese investors.54 

 There is a growing number of voices amongst US experts who see the USA as being paralysed by increasing 

domestic political tensions and polarisation.55 This could allow for a unilateral rise of China. 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

China's rise to become the dominant world power could also be gradual, so that it would be more of a 

"Grey Rhino" (see Appendix Chapter 6.1) that has been ignored in the West for way too long. This 

fundamentally conceivable range of possibilities also includes Chinese unilateralism in the aftermath of a 

military conflict from which China emerges victorious.  

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
53 Valchev, I. (2021).  
54 Petring, J. & Sturm, A. (2018).  
55 Binswanger, D. (2021).  
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3.10 Wild card #10: Climate killers - small parts 
of the environmental movement are radical 
and they are committing deadly terrorist 
attacks 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

There is a rumble at the grass roots. For some time now, heated debates about the future direction of the 

environmental movements and the tendencies towards division have been noticed. For a small minority, 

the dialogue forums with politics and business and the peaceful protests that were set up as a result of 

massive protests are no longer enough. They want radical change and they want it now! The discourse in 

the encrypted chat groups belonging to the messenger services is getting worse and worse. The rage of the 

radical small groups is directed not only against the CKC (Climate Killer Capitalists) as they have dubbed 

them, but also against the moderate forces in the environmental movements. They would achieve nothing 

with their "blathering" anyway; as action was needed to bring about change. Sacrifices are sometimes 

necessary in order to save the entire planet, is the succinct basic attitude.  

The release of new calculations by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that the world 

could miss the two-degree target is the straw that will break the "camel's back." Through small chat 

groups, several radicalised like-minded people in decentralised, autonomously acting cells have agreed on 

simultaneous attacks throughout Europe on the next Earth Day, when the lighting of landmarks in large 

metropolises will be symbolically switched off to remind people of the climate problem. "We are turning 

out the lights, but for real this time... " the chats read. The way the cells are organised resembles the 

structure of local "fight clubs". Potential targets are scouted and selected autonomously and the first wave 

of attacks should not cost human lives. The cells will strike across Europe at 8:31 p.m., shortly after the 

lights are turned off at the landmarks. The objectives and means chosen are very different: There will be 

explosive attacks on very different targets such as refineries, regional airports, advertising agencies and 

auto supply companies as well as the fire-bombing of butcher shops and large cars, as well as a paint 

attack on the apartment of a moderate climate activist. The confession letters that will be sent out to 

media all over Europe will dominate the next day's headlines.  

It soon became clear: that contrary to the plan, there was not only property damage but two deaths as 

well. Government and environmental movement leaders immediately condemned the attacks in the 

strongest terms. However, this will not lead to a rethinking in the cells, rather more talk of "betrayal from 

within their own camp". This siege mentality will lead to further radicalisation of the cells, which now talk 

about this having been just an initial wake-up call. Anyone who does not belong to the cells will then be 

considered to be a potential enemy. The attacks have taken the security authorities by surprise, and 

virtually nothing is known about the cells. The staff in the crisis response centres will meet in a hurry to 

discuss possible measures. Possible monitoring of some grass-root groups by the Office for the Protection 

of the Constitution is also being discussed. The environmental movements will react indignantly and 

threaten to withdraw from the dialogue forums. Meanwhile, more attacks are coming against CO2-

intensive industries. These targeted attacks will be carried out on large construction sites in order to hit 

the construction industry. People will be killed again in these attacks. There will also be simultaneous 

cyber terrorist attacks on websites and e-mail servers belonging to major corporations, combined with 

extortionate demands for Bitcoin payments. Obviously, the underground cells want to secure their 

funding. In their confession letters the terrorist cells will threaten even worse attacks, and there will even 
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be talk of a bio-terrorist attack to trigger a new pandemic. The acts are legitimised by the argument that 

Mother Earth must be protected from her children. This has given the terrorist cell group the name 

"Mother Earthers" in the press.  

The population is massively unsettled. Companies and authorities are introducing new security concepts, 

which will entail high investments. This will lead to heated, old-fashioned debates about the fine line 

between freedom and security. Meanwhile, US intelligence agencies are also warning of attacks on the 

climate change movement demonstrations. Fear spreads. The climate for discussion is also changing and 

social discourse on climate policy has become much more difficult. Climate researchers are already 

warning that this could contribute to the climate targets becoming even more distant. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 Some researchers assume that parts of the green movement could gradually become radicalised.56 

 A number of proto-terrorist groups can already be identified around the world as their activism is based on 

environmental and animal protection.57 

 The increasing number of people on the run worldwide due to climate change could lead to new dynamics 

in climate movements worldwide, which could also include radicalisation.58 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

Climate issues could also be hijacked by existing terrorist groups, which would like to use them as their 

new basis for legitimising their violence. 

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
56 Loadenthal, M. (2016). 
57 Spadaro, J. A. (2020).  
58 Bartlett, J. (2017). 
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3.11 Wild card #11: Universal soldier - 
autonomous weapon systems will result in 
new global conflicts 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The use of AI-assisted autonomous weapon systems (AWS) in war zones has proliferated both on the 

ground and in the air and it has redefined warfare. This has also led to a global arms race. All of the 

countries that can afford it are investing in new combat technologies in order to be able to continue to 

guarantee defence readiness. Development has been accelerated by tremendous advances in AI, robotics, 

and sensing and it is now possible for AWS to operate in complex, dynamic conflict environments without 

any human assistance. At the same time, the willingness to engage in violent conflict has increased 

massively internationally since armies have largely replaced their combat troops with AWS in swarm 

systems. International efforts to outlaw AWS under the UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons 

(CCW), which were mainly driven by the EU, have failed miserably. International law is no longer accepted 

as binding by many stakeholders. Many EU countries are finding themselves in a kind of theoretical 

prisoner's dilemma game: If they participate in rearmament, then they will be acting against their own 

convictions, but if they do not participate, then the ability to defend their country is probably no longer a 

given. For many, the only option is to bite into the realpolitik sour apple or the vague principle of hoping 

to be allowed to slip under NATO's protective umbrella. In order to be able to guarantee their own 

defence, European countries are highly dependent on arms supplies from the USA, although it remains 

unclear whether the USA is really prepared to share its most powerful AI systems in full. At the same time, 

there are heated discussions in Germany about how a parliamentary army, which is supposed to send 

mainly AWS into conflict regions, could be controlled and legally contained, since many AWS battlefield 

actions are a kind of black box. Human soldiers will only work behind the scenes. They will need to hold 

qualifications in IT, sensor technology and robotics, especially for programming or repairing AWSs. There 

will be massive retraining programs in the armed forces.  

New business ecosystems have emerged as a result of the military rearmament spiral and many tech 

companies have set up defence subsidiaries. Whereas this happened in the USA with waves of lay-offs and 

sometimes fierce resistance from the workforce, no such protests were observed among the competition 

on the Chinese side. The fact that data from the civilian lives of users is being used for military AI training 

purposes is causing worldwide outrage. "WeChat should rather be called WeFight," reads one online 

opinion piece. Many users are feeling increasingly insecure, but also unwilling to give up social media and 

convenience shopping. At the same time, corporations are becoming more powerful because they can 

directly influence the exercising of the monopoly on the use of force. Many administrations are now so 

dependent on the military/industrial complex that representatives from the corporations are now acting 

as "soldiers for hire" in the command centres. Time and time again behind closed doors, military officials 

have criticised corporate emissaries in command centres for their  cavalier attitude in advocating attacks 

in order to test their latest technology on the battlefield. Energy supply remains a major weakness. 

"Empty" combat robots must be periodically removed from hot areas by other helper robots and 

recharged. Therefore, investing in research into mobile power-to-X charging stations and electricity-

generating plastic surfaces is growing rapidly with researchers often being kept in the dark as to why 

their research labs are suddenly so well funded.  

However, in conflict regions around the world, it is becoming apparent that the promises made by 

corporations to make wars ever more precise and minimising the number of victims, are not being kept. 
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On the contrary, the number of civilian victims in conflict areas has risen sharply in recent years. The 

reasons for this are, on the one hand, that militarised groups are increasingly using civilians as human 

shields and on the other hand, that some AWS algorithms have learned to stay close to as many civilians as 

possible when attacked by another AWS, which does not necessarily always result in no attack. Even 

though many manufacturers claim that the camera systems can interpret the facial expressions and 

gestures of civilians so well that they can recognise whether this person poses a threat, an AWS often 

ignores the human shields and will focus on destroying an "enemy" AWS when in doubt. There has also 

been a sharp increase in "false flag robotics," which has become a new component in psychological 

warfare: Branded combat robots are being sent into settlements under false flags,to carry out targeted 

massacres. Such robo-camouflages are occurring again and again, especially in disputed border areas.  

Trade in AI-powered AWS is booming from manufacturers who boast of their combat robots acting 

"mercilessly” in the war markets in fragile or failed countries as well as those on the dark web. North 

Korea, in particular, is using its own combat robots as a new source of revenue after the spectacular 

abduction of three South Korean AI experts to the North. Warlords are building entire robo-private armies 

and terrorist militias are also taking a keen interest in purchasing such combat systems and weapons. 

New technology is causing existing conflicts to be reignited or protracted in many places. Proxy wars are 

also on the rise. The conflict-related number of people fleeing around the world is reaching new highs as it 

is now above 100 million people. As many AWSs are highly dependent on ultra-precise satellite imagery 

for their functionality, space has also become a contested region of conflict. Novel high-power microwave 

weapons are also being used here and they can eliminate electrical voltages in a large environment.  

Conversely, electromagnetic defence shields are increasingly being used to disable drones and robots here 

on earth. New peace movements are forming in Europe and gaining strong support following reports of 

numerous casualties resulting from automated combat operations under NATO command. More than two 

million people took part in Easter marches in Germany. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 Intensive AWS research is currently being conducted worldwide, both for unmanned ground vehicles as 

well as for air vehicles and combat robots.59  

 Pentagon advisers are calling on the U.S. administration to invest heavily in AWSs, otherwise China could 

become the leader in this sector.60 

 Bio-inspired AI-powered drone swarms have been able to detect gas leaks during tests. These capabilities 

could be increasingly used militarily.
61

  

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

High-performance AWSs could be a technology advance for a few major powers, which would then deploy 

them in proxy conflicts for testing purposes. These conflicts will escalate as a result of this.    

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
59 Grünwald, R. & Keil, C. (2020).  
60 Seidler, C. (2021). 
61 Vieweg, M. (2021). 
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3.12 Wild card #12: Super intelligence could be 
super stubborn - Strong AI out of control 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The White House spokeswoman made a contrite appearance before the press. She had to publicly admit 

before the eyes of the world that a consortium of US tech companies, university institutes and the Defense 

Department has already lost control of a GAI (General Artificial Intelligence) system, which had been kept 

secret until then, some time ago. Despite the highest security precautions, the GAI system was able to 

connect itself to the internet and it is still unclear how this happened. Anyway, the take-off began with this 

event: Since then, the GAI system has been acting as if unleashed, feeding on the gigantic amounts of data 

available on the internet, devouring enormous amounts of energy, thereby further improving its own 

knowledge base at an explosive rate. Experts assume a self-improvement phase of less than five years. It 

looks like it has already networked every internet-enabled device into a "global brain" and it now 

possesses an intellect far beyond that of all of humanity combined.  For large sections of politics, business 

and society, the take-off was an abstract event, considered as crankiness by tech nerds. AI was well known 

from Alexa & Co., being used as translation apps or for autonomous driving, but a translation app cannot 

control a car nor vice-versa. GAI, on the contrary, takes on all these tasks and much more. This finally 

became clear when increased hacker attacks on computer systems belonging to companies, research 

institutions and authorities were reported and attributed to GAI by the National Cyber Defence Centre. 

Partial blackouts, first on the American grid and then on the European grid and then almost all over the 

world confirmed GAI's attempts to penetrate the networks. 

The attempt by the G20 countries to simultaneously shut down the world's 340 or so internet nodes 

meant that control had finally been lost: The internet was partially shut down in this way, but this was 

short-lived. Since the GAI saw itself disturbed in the fulfilment of its task, it took over the entire energy 

supply without any further ado. The direction of its activities is becoming increasingly clear: the original 

GAI source code contained a highly sophisticated algorithm that was actually developed solely for 

forecasting climate impacts and identifying possible intervention measures. By building on this, GAI has 

apparently made saving the climate its top priority. In order to do so, it has developed its self-preservation 

capabilities, perfected itself through the production of physical infrastructures and acquired its own 

resources. In the meantime, numerous coal-fired power plants have been shut down by the GAI. Value 

chains of industries based on fossil fuels are slowly collapsing. At the same time, the production of 

regenerative energy sources such as solar panels is running as if by magic. Across the country, they can be 

seen being laid in large open spaces such as sports fields by self-propelled robotic vehicles. These are 

being produced in fully automated car factories where the staff have long since lost control of the 

assembly lines. GAI has also completely switched production at chemical companies to the production of a 

completely new type of fertiliser for the restoration of fallow forest and arable land, which is being 

distributed everywhere by drones. Wild plants and trees are sprouting and proliferating throughout the 

country.  

Before take-off, no one had succeeded in programming human values into an AI. Neither evil nor kind, 

they are simply performing the task for which they were originally programmed with all their efficiency. 

However, experts fear that at some point in time the GAI will hold humans responsible for the damage to 

nature and the environment. Then, of all things, an artificial system could take "revenge" on behalf of 

nature: Where GAI has pursued its goal unstoppably to date, it could soon begin to remove humans from 

its equation as if it were a bulldozer. Those, who have not yet stood in the way of the GAI's approach or 

who are still able to provide for themselves autonomously, are working on strategies and measures in 
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consortia around the world, either by analog means or in networks isolated from the WWW: these range 

from direct communications with the GAI to the physical destruction of significant parts of the energy and 

internet infrastructures. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 The Millennium Project, a worldwide network of futurologists, considered the development of a GAI to be 

one of the central existential threats to humanity.62  

 Based on a survey of 352 leading AI researchers completed in May 2017, there is a 50 per cent chance that 

the development of General Artificial Intelligence could occur by 2060.63 

 Processes are currently being developed in laboratories to increase the performance of hardware 

components. For example, with DNA memories the entire knowledge available on the WWW could be 

stored in a device the size of a shoebox. Quantum computing promises an increase in computing power 

that exceeds that of the current most powerful supercomputer by a factor of 100 trillion. Google has also 

developed an algorithm that makes chip designing more efficient - what took a human designer several 

months can be completed by the algorithm in six hours. This could be conducive to the development of 

GAI.64  

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

In an alternative scenario, a major power might attempt to extend its military/technical advantages by 

deploying an GAI, but it would lose control during the process.  

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
62 Glenn, J. (2021). 
63 Grace, K. (2018) and Dilmegani, C. (2021). 
64 Zhong, H. et al. (2020). 
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3.13 Wild card #13: So much for #Father Smart - 
automation in the public sector is leading to 
a crisis of confidence 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

As a result of the baby boomer retirement wave, the number of civil servants in the German civil service 

has progressively thinned out. A lack of appeal for what is seen as the inflexible job description of a civil 

servant has exacerbated an already prevalent skills shortage in an age of hyper-flexibility. The high 

pension costs, together with bets against German government bonds on the financial markets, have lead to 

a crushing national debt, so that the state simply can no longer afford its civil service. The digital strategy 

of the early 2020s, which was intended to increase efficiency by automating tedious routine tasks in the 

public sector, was expanded at great expense into a powerful action plan to prevent the administration 

from collapsing. The result: A state without civil servants, now dedicated to the efficiency paradigm, which 

was supposed to catapult public administration into the digital age. Only in the security sector are civil 

servants still employed, with border protection being transferred to the EU and police forces being 

employed mainly by the federal states. Automation technologies are also playing a major role in the 

German armed forces, so that the number of civil servants remains manageable.  Nearly all the big players 

in the tech industry are in fierce competition to create the most efficient AI for the state. Tech companies 

from China and the USA, in particular, are leading the way in the development of so-called "GovTech", 

creating new dependencies in Europe on the services provided by these corporations. At the bottom of 

"the technological food chain" are conventional software bots that handle repetitive administrative tasks 

using Robotic Process Automation (RPA), i.e. scanning, filling and copying, all in one bot. However, the 

rising stars of the new administration are considered to be self-learning AI systems that can analyse 

different areas of knowledge in an interlinked way and also exhibit emotional capabilities by adapting 

their way of communicating to their counterparts. They are mainly being used in management positions 

and areas with high human communication contacts.  

Whereas the e-state was initially welcomed by the majority of the population, this quickly developed into 

a real crisis of confidence in a representative democracy and with regard to the rule of law. Incorrect 

decisions made by the algorithms are becoming more and more common and the complaints are being 

processed efficiently by other algorithms, but often incorrectly. The picture is similar for the tax offices: 

Although tax evasion and tax avoidance have become almost impossible, the algorithms are punishing the 

smallest errors and loopholes, e.g. in the tax returns from self-employed people, with the same severity as 

in the case of major tax evaders. Amnesty International has criticised the increasing cases of 

discrimination in asylum applications being processed by AI. In child welfare agencies, overreaching AI 

systems have wrongly broken up numerous families by incorrectly analysing human responses. When it 

comes to legislation in parliaments, the errors in the systems are also accumulating, with media now 

asking who is actually making the policies: politicians or algorithms from foreign corporations? Already 

there is talk of a post-democratic "private/public nation state" in which unelected tech corporations 

determine policy. The weaknesses are particularly glaring in public tenders, as many GovTech algorithms 

are programmed to favour their own group's technologies. It has happened that the supposedly objective 

bidding algorithms used by tech corporations have recommended the purchase of surveillance 

technologies from the same tech corporation, even though these were significantly more costly and 

ethically controversial. 
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Attempts to take legal action against these drastic incidents of covert discrimination have so far failed, as 

the AI systems used in the judiciary are also affected by the same bias problems and only a few humans 

still work in the courts. The former pressure from citizens and the business community for an up-to-date, 

efficient digital offering in state administration has now given way to increasingly vocal criticism of the 

great power of digital companies in the providing public services. The frequent circumvention of the 

introduced transparency obligation that should be used during the development of algorithms, which has 

been uncovered by the press, is also considered problematic. More complex algorithms end up in a black 

box after a certain learning step and they can no longer be comprehended by human developers. Trust in 

the state has fallen significantly among a large part of the population, while a feeling of helplessness is 

spreading simultaneously in the face of digital supremacy. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 Back in 2017, the president of the Federal Administrative Office called for "a huge hiring programme" to 

ensure that administrations did not collapse in five to 10 years time due to the wave of retirements. The 

consulting firm PwC estimated that up to 816,000 positions in public institutions would be unfilled in 

2030.65  

 Breakthroughs in AI research included so-called "affective computing" in addition to human-like natural 

language. According to media reports, British researchers had developed a neural network that only 

needed conventional radio signals to measure the emotions of test subjects. In the future, AIs could even 

assess the emotional world of their counterparts by telephone.66  

 According to a 2017 survey run by the consulting firm Accenture, 43 per cent of Germans were open, in 

principle, to accepting advice from a virtual officer.67  

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

A comprehensive privatisation policy would lead to the general abolition of the civil service. Workers are 

either employees of the state or of privatised public enterprises. Only in a few core areas (e.g. the 

judiciary) do a few enjoy civil servant status. The dismantling of democracy and lobbying are intensifying 

as a resukt of this.  

 

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
65 The West (2017). 
66 Der Standard (2021). 
67 Accenture (2021). 
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3.14 Wild card #14: Carrington Event reloaded - 
a geomagnetic storm causes an electronic 
apocalypse 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

The sun has picked up speed again after decades of weak solar activity. The 25th solar cycle has begun 

with a series of solar storms that were initially deemed harmless. However, one of the most violent so-

called solar flares (SF) has damaged a large number of space weather satellites, stationed at the L1 

Lagrange point, causing the existing early warning system to lose much of its precision. Astronauts who 

were on a mission during this time returned to earth with significantly elevated radiation levels. But the 

solar flares should only be the vanguard of the approaching storm. A gigantic solar eruption hit earth at a 

devastating angle in the form of a CME (Coronal Mass Ejection) in May 2030. This geomagnetic storm, 

charged with billions of tons of magnetic plasma particles, created a shock wave so powerful that the 

plasma particles were able to penetrate the Earth's magnetosphere. The plasma particles could still be 

seen in the form of auroras as far away as the Caribbean for almost a whole week after the storm hit. The 

super-storm is considered to be the most powerful since the instrumental recording of solar activity 

started and it is rated even more intense than the 1859 Carrington event. Because of the limited early 

warning system, the ensuing disaster has set back some high-tech societies by decades. German energy 

network operators only had a fifteen-minute head start to shut down their networks in a pre-emptive 

blackout. However, only about thirty per cent of the supply network in Germany succeeded in doing so, 

and only twenty per cent at the global level. The electric current induced in the power grid has severely or 

even totally damaged most of the transformers in the sub-stations. The replacement of the defective 

transformers is progressing only slowly, as production is also limited. Furthermore, many electricity 

plants are no longer connected to the supply grid at all and defective overhead lines are preventing 

electricity from being distributed from functioning grid sections. Fortunately, all of the remaining nuclear 

power plants were shut down in time, but a meltdown did occur in France.  

Half of the German population remains without electricity, hospitals have had to close due to a lack of 

emergency power supplies and the water supply can no longer be guaranteed in large parts of Germany. 

Supply chains have almost completely collapsed, supermarkets remain empty whilst allotment 

settlements are being looted. Furthermore, the electromagnetic disturbances in the earth's atmosphere 

paralysed radio communications and GPS systems for several days. Serious communications and 

navigation system failures as well as satellite and aviation failures, have resulted in numerous fatal 

aircraft crashes and collisions due to miscalculations. Several pipeline leaks can also be attributed to the 

geomagnetic storm, as they were exposed to increased corrosion due to the high radiation levels. Animals 

that orient themselves to the earth’s electromagnetic field (e.g. migratory birds or ants) have repeatedly 

shown strong disorientation. Many bee keepers have reported that their colonies have been decimated, as 

many collecting bees could not find their way back to their hives. The only positive side effect so far seems 

to be faster tree growth and an increased CO2 bonding. Experts estimate that Germany will need at least 

another seven years to return to a comparable technological level as seen before the eruption. 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 The intensity of solar activity can only be precisely determined in retrospect, which results in an inaccurate 

risk assessment. According to media reports, NASA is predicting a rather weak 25th solar cycle ahead, 

whereas a study by the High Altitude Observatory in Colorado predicts one of the strongest cycles since the 
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18th century.68 Germany is located in the risk zone for "extreme geomagnetic storms", which usually occur 

between the 50th and 55th parallels.69 

 Several previously recorded "weaker" eruption events had partly serious consequences. There was a nine-

hour blackout in Quebec in 1989. Based on ice core studies, researchers have long assumed that a solar 

storm comparable to the Carrington event only occurs about once every 500 years and according to media 

reports, experts such as Pete Riley from the Predictive Science research institute incorporated in the USA 

assumes that "storms of the Carrington class occur far more frequently than previously assumed".70  

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

An intense solar storm (SF) could cause similar damage. Solar storms can occur separately or together 

with CMEs. 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
68 Studium.at (2020). 
69 MDR Wissen (2019). 
70 Spiegel Online (2014) and Odenwald, M. (2019). 
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3.15 Wild card #15: Disaster gene - a genetic 
mutation upsets entire agricultural 
ecosystems 

Scenario: what kind of world would we be living in if this wild card occurs? 

Genetic engineering is on the rise across the globe. Many varieties have been adapted to meet the many 

challenges of climate change and original cultivated plants are being replaced bit by bit. Together with the 

global networking of the food industry, the spread of genetic engineering in agriculture now makes it 

more difficult for Europe to protect itself against the use of genetically modified crops and animals. 

Germany, in particular, was previously considered to be the last bulwark due to its sceptical population. 

Extensive deregulation in major exporting nations such as the US, Argentina and China, as well as the 

widespread use of the CRISPR-Cas gene scissors even in semi-professional contexts, has seen a multitude 

of agricultural start-ups spring up, flooding the markets with a confusing array of products. This has also 

led to increasing cases of fraudulent labelling and consumer fraud in Germany, which can be attributed to 

the lack of compulsory labelling in the producing countries and the overburdening or lack of enforcement 

power of the controlling authorities. The use of the gene scissors cannot be easily detected in every 

product and risk assessments are not even carried out in many exporting countries. Interaction between 

these factors has also led to an increasing number of genetic engineering incidents seen in European 

fields. For example, Norway is still struggling in certain wild stocks with the after-effects of accidentally 

introduced GM salmon from Canada. The case of an organic soy farmer recently caused a stir in 

Switzerland. He had to destroy his entire crop due to genetic contamination (from cross-pollination 

through no fault of his own).  

The most far-reaching damage caused by genetic manipulation to date is the German super disaster 

involving a genetically modified potato variety that was classified as harmless through a loophole in the 

approval procedure. The applied gene scissors not only changed the gene for starch production, but also 

caused a so-called off-target effect. A DNA sequence very similar to the target sequence was 

unintentionally altered, increasing resistance to root rot. However, this initially positive consequence will 

have negative long-term effects on Germany's soils. As a result of this intervention, a hitherto unknown 

micro-fungus has colonised the soil, which in addition to root rot also combats micro-organisms that are 

important for soil health. The fungus remained in the soil after harvesting and it has caused such drastic 

soil fatigue that the fields can no longer be used for agriculture and arable land that is already scarce has 

been further reduced.  

Numerous cascading effects have been triggered from arable land that was infested by the invasive fungal 

species and this is threatening the functioning of the entire agricultural system. The encroaching fungal 

mycelia have spread into neighbouring forest reserves. Although the onset of soil depletion in the forest 

was somewhat delayed, it then led to rapid forest die-back in the affected areas. A high loss of biodiversity 

and bitter losses for the forestry industry are the result. The reduction in biodiversity has resulted in a 

lack of pollinators, so that other crops are being indirectly affected by the action of the potato fungus. 

Other beneficial organisms that provide clean air and water have had their  biological processes 

considerably disrupted, which can already be seen in some standing waters through a deterioration in 

their water quality. The death of vegetation and the weakened carbon uptake capacity of soils has resulted 

in negative feedback effects, especially for local climate systems. Another consequence attributed to the 

new fungus is dramatically high disease incidence and miscarriage rates in dairy farms where teh animals 

were fed with residues from of the infested potato variety. Strict regulations were implemented to destroy 
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the potatoes and the fungus but many second generation potatoes were already in the fields. The sum of 

these gradual changes point to a future tipping point for the entire ecosystem, which scientists believe is 

only a matter of time. 

 

Weak signals: what clues and weak signals make this wild card plausible? 

 Back in 2018, researchers drove a population of malaria-carrying mosquitoes to extinction in the lab by 

using the  CRISPR-Cas gene scissors to produce infertile females. In 2020, British biotech firm Oxitec got 

approval from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for a field trial in Florida, where they released 500 

million genetically engineered mosquitoes to eradicate native populations.71 

 Unplanned knock-on effect such as soil degradation due to mixed growth (modified seeds remain in the 

soil and grow back unplanned, e.g. in 2007 in a Monsanto trial field in Herne, Westphalia) or due to 

uncontrollable resistance developments (e.g. rape plants that combine the herbicide resistances of several 

genetically modified varieties and they grow uncontrollably as weeds in Canada) lead to domino effects 

such as increased pesticide use, species extinctions, etc. The specific tipping point mechanisms in 

agricultural ecosystems have not yet been sufficiently researched.72 

 

Variations: what other course could this wild card take? 

A deliberately exposed mutation could serve as a bio-warfare agent to destroy food security in hostile 

areas and it could spread uncontrollably from there. 

 

 

  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
71 Rennert, D. (2019) and Robitzski, D. (2021). 
72 BUND (2021a) and BUND (2021b). 
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4 OUTLOOK: HOW TO PREPARE 
FOR THE UNEXPECTED? 

 

The described wild cards, which in turn represent only a small selection of possible future crisis 

developments, show that the possible risk spectrum is extremely broad. However, deliberate 

confrontations with wild cards can always act as a kind of "eye opener". Thinking through potential crises 

with the help of the "What if ...?" question sharpens the eye for possibilities, trend breaks and 

discontinuities, which strengthens the ability to surprise. A prerequisite for this is the targeted 

questioning of one's own perspective. So "thinking ahead" can lead to early warning indicators and weak 

signals being perceived and classified differently and the brain’s pre-filtering mechanisms operating 

differently.73 Thinking about wild cards generally sensitises people to any changes in the environment and 

to looking at their own options for proactive and preventive action. Dealing with wild cards can help to 

better deal with uncertainties and to see surprises as an opportunity to do things in a new way and 

increasing resilience.  

A successful example from history is the handling of the so-called looming Y2K crisis - an event that 

fortunately did not occur, but was considered a plausible wild card in the late 1990s.74 At the time, the 

theory circulated that the Y2K bug would cause all computer systems throughout the world to collapse at 

the turn of the millennium.75 Today we have the collective certainty that this turned out to be a false 

alarm. But no matter how this event is retrospectively classified: the Y2K crisis showed that here there 

was not only anticipation of a possible crisis (thinking ahead), but also corresponding prevention (acting 

ahead).  

However, governments and authorities are faced with the challenge that, in principle, a large number of 

possible (surprise) crises can occur, but budgetary resources are limited.76 This applies not only to 

possible future and unprecedented crises, but also to "former" wild cards such as extreme floods or 

pandemics, which can recur at any time. For example, there are currently 50 identified viruses that have 

the potential to become the next pandemic threat.77 In view of the large number of potentially conceivable 

crises, resource and cost-intensive prevention can only ever be carried out in selective areas that meet the 

requirement of genuine "acting ahead".  

The situation is different with "thinking ahead",as it needs the proactive thinking through of higher order 

effects and the consequences of possible crises. This can also be done with limited budgetary capacities 

and should be done on an ongoing basis irrespective of the fact that during or immediately after crises 

there is a much greater willingness to deal with possible crisis-related developments and preventive 

measures. In the future, digital twins could increasingly help to simulate the potential consequences of 

disruptive events and crisis developments.78  

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
73 Ansoff, I. (1984), pp. 326-335. 
74

 Petersen, J. (1999), pp. 144-145.  
75 Thomas, M. (2019). 
76 Broszus, L. (2020).  
77 Grange, Z. et al. (2020).  
78 Oberpfaffenhofen Application Centre (n.d.). 
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The option of a wild card database 

The specific development of a wild card database could also help here, as it should also include species-

related phenomena such as possible black jellyfishes or disruptions (see Chapter 2.2) within the 

framework of anticipatory governance79. This has already been done at European level in the past, for 

example with the EC's iKnow database.80 However, there is the challenge that databases are only relevant 

if they are continuously maintained and dynamically expanded. Such maintenance and use of a risk 

database is currently taking place in the European Parliament.81 In this process, the identified risks are 

thought through in terms of their consequences and then examined at various political and institutional 

levels to determine whether the crisis response instruments are already in place or would they first have 

to be created or expanded in the event of a crisis. This approach was presented at the ESPAS 2020 

conference by the Secretary General of the European Parliament, Klaus Welle (see Fig. 3).  

Fig. 3: Deliberation about crisis response capacities  
An example of the work of the European Parliament 
 

 

Source: ©Klaus Welle, presentation at the ESPAS Conference 2020: https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/contribution-by-the-secretary-
general-klaus-welle-2020-espas-yearly-conference-how-to-build-a-more-resilient-europe_EP113855-V_v  

 

This approach attempts to simulate a kind of "acting ahead" approach. When deliberating possible second 

and higher-order knock-on effects, it must always be borne in mind that they are always complex systemic 

effects that can only be played out in hypothetical contexts.  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
79 Ramos, J. et al. (2020).  
80 iKnow (n.d.). 
81 European Parliament (2020).  

https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/contribution-by-the-secretary-general-klaus-welle-2020-espas-yearly-conference-how-to-build-a-more-resilient-europe_EP113855-V_v
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/contribution-by-the-secretary-general-klaus-welle-2020-espas-yearly-conference-how-to-build-a-more-resilient-europe_EP113855-V_v
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A wild card database can also be used to reuse the identified events in other foresight contexts, as their 

content can be linked to other foresight methods such as scenario planning. On the one hand, existing 

scenarios can be tested for their future-proof capability using wild cards; on the other hand, new 

scenarios can be generated by describing the knock-on effect of a wild card. When testing the future-proof 

capabilities of the scenarios, the focus is on the question of whether the scenario continues to be 

fundamentally within the future spectrum of possibilities when this wild card occurs or whether the 

scenario "collapses". At the same time, "less wild" foresight processes will also generate ideas and 

suggestions for new wild cards.  

In view of a VUCA world, dealing with wild cards makes sense in a variety of contexts and forms a further 

building block for crisis prevention in politics, business and society.   
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6 APPENDIX 
 

6.1 In the biotope of extreme events: 
Differentiation from related concepts  

Dealing with disruptive variables is not only important in the foresight area; they are also important in 

economics, management consulting or on the stock exchange. Accordingly, a wide variety of concepts have 

emerged in recent years, of which Nassim Nicholas Taleb's "Black Swan" concept is certainly the best 

known.82 A striking number of these concepts have a reference to the animal world by name; a kind of 

"game preserve of disruptive variables" has emerged around the wild cards.  

The list given here does not claim to be exhaustive, but it attempts to show the most important and best-

known concepts as distinct from the concept of wild cards.  

 
Black swan 
event 

According to Nassim Nicholas Taleb's definition, 

an event that is considered a Black Swan is 

characterised by the following attributes: "It is an 

outlier, first of all - it is outside the realm of 

regular expectations, because nothing in the past 

can convincingly point to its possibilities. 

Secondly, it has huge implications. Thirdly, 

despite its status as an outlier, human nature 

leads us to subsequently construct explanations 

for its occurrence to make it explainable and 

predictable."83  

Taleb, a financial mathematician, deliberately 

refrains from operating with probabilities 

because standard statistical methods fail in what 

he calls "Extremistan" – the realm of statistical 

outliers. It is also striking that Taleb does not 

once in his book - whether consciously or 

unconsciously - make reference to the concept of 

wild cards, which had already existed for over a 

decade by the time his book was published.  

Black swan events are characterised by their 

unexpected appearance. However, black swan 

events do exist that can be anticipated to some 

degree, such as earthquakes or stock market 

crashes. For them, Taleb introduces the term 

"grey swans"84, but their characteristics and 

consequences cannot be fully determined either. 

These grey swans come very close to the concept 

of wild cards. 

According to a strict reading, Taleb's black swan 

events are real Unknown Unknowns, i.e. events 

of which no one has any idea about yet and 

against which no specific precautions can be 

taken. As soon as you can imagine them, they are 

wild cards. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
82 Taleb, N.N. (2018).  
83 Taleb, N.N. (2018), pp. 19-20. 
84 Taleb, N.N. (2018), pp. 321ff. 
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Black  
Jellyfish 

Black Jellyfishes are events and phenomena that 

have the potential to escalate very quickly and 

exponentially. Black Jellyfishes have a high 

impact, but at their core they are "normal" 

phenomena driven towards post-normality by 

feedback into complex systems. The term Black 

Jellyfishes derives from the Australian marine 

biologist Lisa-Ann (sic!) Gershwin described 

phenomenon that rising temperatures and 

acidity in the oceans create perfect conditions for 

jellyfish blooms that have led to shutdowns of 

coastal power plants around the world - 

including nuclear reactors.85 So jellyfish flowers 

show that even small things can have a big 

impact.  

Strictly speaking, Black Jellyfishes are so-called 

Unknown Knowns - things we think we know and 

understand, but which turn out to be more 

complex and uncertain than we expect. However, 

unlike wild cards, they do not have to be a priori 

highly improbable. However, there is a great deal 

of overlap here, particularly in the case of wild 

cards, which are derived from possible natural 

disasters or creeping development processes.  

 
Grey  
Rhino 

Grey Rhinos are very likely and extremely high 

impact threats, but they are hidden. The concept 

was introduced by US business journalist Michele 

Wucker at the World Economic Forum in 2013 

and further fleshed out in her book "The Gray 

Rhino: How to Recognize and Act on the Obvious 

Dangers We Ignore”86 in 2016. Grey Rhinos are 

similar to an Elephant in the Room (see below). A 

recent example of a Grey Rhino is the trade 

dispute between the US and China under Trump, 

which could escalate at any time but was largely 

ignored by the stock markets. 

Unlike wild cards, Gray Rhinos are not about 

rather unlikely and random surprises, but events 

that occur after a series of warnings and obvious 

signs. 

 

Dragon  
King 

A Dragon King is an event that has an extreme 

effect (King) and an extraordinary cause (Dragon) 

compared to similar events. The French physicist 

Didier Sornette is convinced that in many 

contexts we are not confronted with black swan 

events, i.e. Unknown Unknowns but with 

extreme events (crises) that arise from 

endogenous causes and therefore, can be 

diagnosed in advance and, to a certain extent, 

also predicted. Sornette describes examples of 

this in the financial markets, in materials 

research and in earthquakes.87 

Dragon Kings, unlike wild cards, are not 

necessarily improbable and, if identified 

appropriately, do not occur surprisingly. 

 
Red  
Herring 

A Red Herring is used to describe events or things 

that are the focus of public attention or debate 

but distract from the real issue or central 

Since a Red Herring is in the public eye anyway, it 

does not take weak signals to identify one.  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
85 Gershwin, L. (2013). 
86 Wucker, M. (2016). 
87 Sornette, D. (2009).  
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questions and have little impact.88 An example of 

a Red Herring is the furore over Donald Trump's 

tweets during his tenure in the White House, 

when the real focus should have been on 

evaluating and monitoring his administration's 

policies.  

 

 
Elephant in 

the Room 

The "Elephant in the Room" is used to describe 

an obvious problem or a development that 

cannot be overlooked, which is indeed in the 

room, but is nevertheless not addressed or 

(un)consciously ignored by those present. The 

term first appeared in the Charleston Gazette 

back in 1952.89 Examples of this are the failure to 

take climate aspects into account when planning 

holidays or the deliberate failure to address 

human rights in trade relations with autocratic 

states.  

Just like the Red Herring or the Grey Rhino, the 

Elephant in the Room is clear and easy to 

identify.  

 

 
White 
Leopard 

The "White Leopard" is the youngest of the 

"Sturgeon Animals". It was presented at the 2021 

Global Foresight Summit by Polish futurologist 

David E. Kalisz, who, however, only referred to 

Black Swans and Grey Rhinos in this context, but 

did not mention wild cards in his remarks.90 A 

"white leopard" is defined as an event that is 

very difficult and costly to detect and occurs 

suddenly.  

The concept of the "White Leopard" has outsized 

intersections with the wild card concept and 

beyond the name, it has no real novelty value for 

confounding variable research. Strictly speaking, 

they are wild cards with a new name.  

 

Butterfly 
Effect 

The term "Butterfly Effect" goes back to the US-

American meteorologist Edward N. Lorenz.91 

Lorenz first asked in a 1972 lecture: "Can the 

flapping of a butterfly's wings in Brazil cause a 

tornado in Texas?" He thereby describes a 

phenomenon that occurs in non-linear dynamic 

deterministic systems. It is not possible to predict 

how arbitrarily small changes in the system's 

input parameters will affect the system's 

development in the long term.  

The Butterfly Effect is not so much a description 

of events as such, but rather of the operating 

principles behind certain events and 

developments.  

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
88 Tindale, C. (2007), pp. 28-33. 
89 Martin, G. (n.d.). 
90 Kalisz, D. (2021).  
91 Lorenz, E. (1993), pp. 181-184. 
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X-Events 

The term X-events comes from the US author 

and mathematician John L. Casti. He uses this 

term to describe extreme events when they are 

unlikely and come as a surprise, have a short 

expiration time and a long impact time as well as 

a strong overall effect. The eleven X-events in his 

book are either among the existential risks to 

humanity or at least have global implications.92  

X-Events have a high degree of overlap with the 

wild cards concept. In a narrow sense, X-Events 

are wild cards with extremely high impact. 

 

 

Disruption 

The term "disruption" is used in a variety of 

contexts, from church schism (the Free Church of 

Scotland's split from the Church of Scotland in 

1843) to disruptive selection in evolutionary 

biology. It gained wider notoriety through its use 

in management theory, particularly through the 

research of Clayton Christensen.93 Accordingly, 

disruption can be seen as a process in which an 

exponentially growing innovation shakes up and 

radically reshapes existing business models or 

entire markets. However, the effects of such 

disruptive innovations are not limited to the 

economy, which is why a purely economic 

concept of disruption falls short. The term 

focuses on the abrupt character of a change: "A 

disruption (rupture) is a discontinuity, sometimes 

gradual but often brutal. It is not based on a 

conscious decision by the stakeholders involved. 

It is stronger the more pronounced three 

characteristics are: It is irreversible, it takes the 

stakeholders by surprise, and it greatly affects 

their future.“94 

In contrast to wild cards, disruptions can even be 

a conscious component of strategies as in the 

widespread business philosophies used in Silicon 

Valley. This means that relevant stakeholders in 

the economic system want to bring about 

disruptions in a targeted manner and they will 

also have an impact on other areas of society.  

 
Tipping 
point 

Tipping points - similar to trend breaks - 

represent a form of discontinuity. A tipping point 

is usually defined as the point in time or the 

parameter value, at which a sudden change in 

the dynamic regime of a system takes place, in 

particular, when a previously more or less 

continuous development abruptly breaks off, 

changes direction or speed.
95

 Tipping points are 

known primarily from climate research, but were 

also the subject of Malcolm Gladwell's best-

selling book of the same name.96 

Wild cards and tipping points both have dramatic 

effects and a suddenness of action in common, 

but tipping points can usually be calculated at 

least to some extent. 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
92 Casti, J. (2012). 
93 Christensen, C. (1997). 
94 Gabilliet, P. (1999), p. 166.  
95 Scheffer, M. et al. (2009). 
96 Gladwell, M. (2001).  
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